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Abstract. In this paper I describe EvoSphere, a tangible realization
of the general Evolution of Things concept. EvoSphere can be used as
a research platform to study the evolution of intelligent machines for
practical as well as theoretical purposes. On the one hand, it can be
used to develop robots that are hard to obtain with traditional design
and optimization techniques and it can deliver original solutions that are
unlikely to be conceived by a human designer. On the other hand, EvoSphere forms an evolving ecosystem that enables fundamental research
into evolution and embodied intelligence. The use of real hardware is
a pivotal feature as it avoids the reality gap and guarantees that the
evolved solutions are physically feasible. On the long term, EvoSphere
technology can pave the way for robot populations that evolve ‘in the
wild’ and can adapt to unforeseen and changing circumstances.
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Introduction

This paper corresponds to my keynote talk on the 2015 International Conference
on the Theory and Practice of Natural Computing. It builds upon a number of
earlier papers and presentations about the Evolution of Things, that is, artificial
evolutionary systems that work in populations of physical entities.
I started to publicise these ideas with my 2011 TED talk1 that presented the
vision of such systems to a broad audience and the 2012 paper in the Evolutionary
Intelligence journal that provided a professional discussion of the main concepts
[9]. This paper also introduced the name Evolution of Things (EoT). Several
talks and papers followed that addressed the subject from di↵erent angles. The
most important technical papers are those on the 2013 European Artificial Life
Conference, that outlined an appropriate algorithmic framework to build EoT
systems [11], and the one on the 2014 IEEE Conference on Evolvable Systems
that presented the first working implementation of this framework in a population of robots that ‘live’ and reproduce in a simulated world [27]. The use of
a simulator here is ironic – after all, the vision entails evolving populations of
physical entities. However, the current technology lacks essential components
to this end, in particular the mechanisms that enable that robots reproduce,
1
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Fig. 1: The Evolution of Things concept illustrated and positioned from the
perspective of the underlying substrate.

i.e., ‘have children’. Nevertheless, this paper is important because it provides a
proof-of-concept based on existing robots, the Roombots [23], and a high-fidelity
simulator, Webots2 . Hence, the system is in principle constructible.
A di↵erent angle is taken by another set of papers that are less concerned with
implementation and actual experimentation, focussing on the conceptual aspects
instead. The keynote / paper on the 2014 Conference on Parallel Problem Solving from Nature discussed the Why and the How of the Evolution of Things in
general, and elaborated on the specific challenges and opportunities it represents
for the evolutionary computing community [8]. I received many enthusiastic reactions for this – and not only compliments on the title. A sister paper aiming
at the robotics community in the Frontiers in Robotics and AI journal described
evolutionary robotics as “a test ground or experimental toolbox to study various
issues arising on the road to intelligent and autonomous machines” and presented
three so-called grand challenges, including Self-Reproducing Robots that Evolve
in Real Time and Real Space and another one regarding Open-Ended Robot
Evolution.
Last but not least, the 2015 paper in Nature foresees a fruitful cross-fertilization
of evolutionary computing with biology in the coming decade [12]. “Artificial evolution implemented on real hardware, as in evolutionary robotics, o↵ers a new
research instrument” that can provide “new insights into fundamental issues
such as the factors influencing evolvability, resilience, the rate of progress under
various circumstances, or the co-evolution of mind and body”. Furthermore, the
paper positions the Evolution of Things on a historical scale from the perspective
of the underlying substrate as illustrated in Figure 1.
2
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In the present paper I describe a particular realization of the general Evolution of Things concept, dubbed EvoSphere. EvoSphere is a tangible design
template of a habitat for evolving robot populations. It identifies the principal
components of such evolving systems, thus it provides a basis for a real-world
implementation. I argue that EvoSphere can be used as a research instrument to
study the evolution of intelligent machines for practical as well as theoretical purposes without the usual drawbacks of simulations [14]. Furthermore, advanced
future versions of EvoSphere technology can enable robot populations that evolve
‘in the wild’ and can adapt to unforeseen and changing circumstances.

2

The Evolution of Things

The defining property that distinguishes the Evolution of Things from other
evolutionary systems is the underlying substrate: the EoT is implemented in
physical artifacts. The physical distinguishes it from evolutionary computing
and the artifact sets it apart from natural evolution.
As explained in [8] it is useful to distinguish mindless or dumb things and
animate or smart artifacts (smartifacts) Objects in the first category, e.g., sunglasses, radio antennas, and pottery, can be designed and optimized by an evolutionary process. This can take place in computer simulations as in traditional
evolutionary design [3, 4]. Alternatively, the evolutionary process can be conducted in hardware, but since the evolving individuals are dumb objects without
agency they will undergo this process passively. The active force will be an evolutionary algorithm that drives the system by performing the principal operations,
selection, variation, and evaluation, cf. Figure 2. Hence, the only significant difference between this process and the traditional evolutionary design approach
is the evaluation of fitness: in an EoT framework individuals in the population
are physical objects that are evaluated in the physical space, in hardware, as opposed to the traditional way of evaluating digital objects in software.3 Whether
hardware evaluations are preferable depends on the application specific details.
The most important factors are the costs and the accuracy of simulations. In
general, software trials are cheaper, they are often faster too, but simulations
may miss crucial aspects of the real world and contain errors. A low-fidelity
simulator can mislead the selection operators and drive the evolutionary process
towards suboptimal designs.
In the rest of this paper I will not consider the evolution of dumb things. I will
focus on smartifacts, that is, smart, animate objects with agency because they
are a more interesting substrate for evolution. Artifacts of this type (called robots
in the sequel) have the ability to sense, make decisions, and perform actions
autonomously. Thus, in principle, they can induce the evolutionary process ‘from
inside’ by playing an active part of the selection and/or variation operators of
3

There exist systems that mix the two in a certain way. The idea is that the principal
method is a traditional digital EA with simulated fitness evaluations, but every now
and then an individual in the population is physically constructed and evaluated in
the real world.
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Fig. 2: The generic scheme of Evolutionary Algorithms

the evolutionary algorithm. This opens up unprecedented opportunities for more
natural, autonomous evolutionary systems, that are not driven by a centralized
evolution manager and can operate without human intervention, for instance in
remote areas, such as other planets.
To prepare and motivate the design choices behind EvoSphere let me make
a few notes first.
Note 1 Robots have agency because they have a control system that processes
their sensory inputs and determines their actions. There are countless possible kinds of sensors, control systems and forms of actuation but with a useful
abstraction we can say that a robot is made up of two major constituents: a
body (morphology, hardware) and a mind (controller, software). In an EoT
system with smartifacts evolution a↵ects both constituents, the bodies as
well as the minds.
Note 2 In an evolutionary system that a↵ects the bodies as well as the minds
there must be reproduction mechanisms (mutation and crossover) for both.
The easy part is obviously the reproduction of the controller, the software
component. Creating an o↵spring only requires the creation of a new piece
of software code. This has been done within evolutionary computing for
decades. The hard part is the reproduction of the body, because it requires
the creation of a new piece of hardware. An additional challenge directly
implied by reproducing both bodies and minds is the alignment between the
two. Parents that survive long enough and get selected for reproduction are
fit by definition, i.e., they must have a well aligned body and mind. However,
in general we cannot assume that this will hold for the body and mind of
the ‘robot baby’ that results from (randomized) crossover and/or mutation.
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Note 3 Fitness in an EoT system has a natural and an artificial component.
The fact that robots operate in the physical world implies that above all
they must be viable. That is, they must be able to sustain their integrity,
replenish their energy, avoid fatal accidents, etc. In evolutionary terms, this
means that the fitness of robots is primarily based on the environment. Additionally, the fitness of robots can include artificial elements based on their
utility for the user. For instance, the utility of a robot can be equated to its
task performance and the system can be set up in such a way that utility influences selection mechanisms. Obviously, the laws of physics do not depend
on the application or user preferences. Hence, the environmental fitness cannot be ignored and evolution will always progress towards increased levels
of viability. In contrast, the details –and even the existence– of a utilitybased fitness component depends on the user. A (nonconventional) biologist
may just want to study open ended evolution without an explicit target, but
an industrial designer would want to evolve robots optimized for a specific
purpose.
The proverbial Cycle of Life revolves around birth and so does a system of
self-reproducing robots. To capture the relevant components of such a robotic life
cycle we need a loop that does not run from birth to death, but from conception
(being conceived) to conception (conceiving one or more children). To this end
we adopt the natural genotype-phenotype dichotomy. That is, we presume that
the physical robots are the phenotypes encoded by their genotypes. In other
words, the robots can be seen as the expression of a piece of code called the
genome. As part of this assumption we postulate that reproduction takes place
at the genotypic level. This means that mutation and crossover are applied to the
genotypes (the code that specifies the parent robots) and not to the phenotypes
(the parent robots themselves). The creation of new pieces of code by crossover
and mutation must then be followed by the physical production of the robot by
a birth or morphogenesis process. This is the most important feature of EoT
systems that distinguishes them from digital evolution: in digital evolutionary
systems genotypes and phenotypes are virtual (pieces of code), while in an EoT
system genotypes are digital, but phenotypes are physical.
Figure 3 exhibits a robotic life cycle after [11]. This triangular diagram –
dubbed the Triangle of Life (ToL)– can be perceived as the equivalent of one
cycle of an evolutionary algorithm, cf. Figure 2. Similarly to the general EA
scheme that does not specify the representation of candidate solutions, the ToL
does not make assumptions regarding the physical makeup of the robots. The
robots can have usual mechatronic bodies, be soft robots with nonconventional
bodies and forms of control, or the combination of the two.4 For the Evolution
of Things, the Triangle of Life represents a functional decomposition of an evolutionary robot system. It captures the most important constituents, such as a
4

The paper [11] illustrated the components of this framework one by one using the
modular robots of the Symbrion project. However, Symbrion was not aiming at
physically evolving morphologies and the components of the ToL have not been
integrated.
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Fig. 3: Robotic life cycle captured as a triangle after [11]. The pivotal moments
that span the triangle are: 1) Conception: A new genome is activated, construction of a new robot starts. 2) Delivery: Construction of the new robot is
completed. 3) Fertility: The robot becomes ready to conceive o↵spring.

component for the physical construction of new phenotypes (essential for working with things) and a component for aligning bodies and minds after birth (cf.
Note 2 above).
To conclude this section let me note that birth should be implemented by a
centralized system component, by a ‘Birth Clinic’. In principle, an EoT system
can employ distributed mechanisms, such as the equivalents of ‘pregnancy’ or
‘eggs’. However, for reasons of safety such solutions must be avoided. Instead,
the reproductive system should have a single point of failure that can be used
by the user as a kill switch if the evolutionary process needs to be halted. The
reason for this is obvious, runaway evolution in a computer can only do limited
harm (memory overflow or computer crash), but consequences in the real world
can be much more severe. I consider this an important issue and emphasize that
all physically embodied evolutionary systems of the future must be designed
with a shutdown guarantee, cf. Section 6.3 in [9].

3

Related Work

The Evolution of Things concept captures all artificial evolutionary systems that
work in populations of physical entities. Relevant scientific insights, algorithms,
and know-how can be found within di↵erent research areas, such as evolutionary computing, artificial life, robotics, multi-agent systems, machine learning,
and autonomous systems. This makes the identification of related work quite
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challenging. For a better focus let me highlight three essential aspects and concentrate on these in this section.
1. PHYSICAL EVOLUTION
Evolution takes place in physical robots.
2. MORPHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
Evolution concerns the morphologies of the robots. Implicitly, this implies
controller evolution as well.
3. ONLINE, AUTONOMOUS EVOLUTION
Robots evolve in an online fashion, during their operational time.5 Furthermore, it is the robots themselves that make the decisions needed for ‘having
children’ and not an external (centralized) evolution manager.
The earliest work on evolution in physical robots I know of is from 1999 in
a population of five mobile robots [21]. The robots have collision and proximity sensors and neural network (NN) controllers, their task is to learn obstacle
avoidance. Evolution is applied to obtain appropriate NN parameters as well as
to learn which sensors are active. Each individual genome (NN weights) is evaluated for several minutes on the five robots and after the evaluation phase there
is a breeding phase in which each robot broadcasts its genome and fitness value.
The receiving robots select an incoming genome for crossover with their local
genome. Watson et al. developed a similar system, dubbed “embodied evolution” [26]. Their population consists of eight robots with a neural net controller
with four weights and evolution is employed to obtain appropriate weights for a
phototaxis task in a small rectangular arena. The essence of the system is that
robots periodically broadcast their genome (NN weights) to the other robots
in a rate proportional to their fitness and recipient robots can integrate these
into their own controllers. Other papers along the these lines include [24] that
presents an embodied evolution system for evolving neural network controllers
for obstacle avoidance in a group of six Khepera robots and [19] where two small
mobile robots evolve controllers for several di↵erent tasks (phototaxis, obstacle
avoidance and robot seeking) in collaboration.
In the above studies robots have a task with a quantifiable task performance
that is used to define an explicit fitness function. Bredeche et al. investigate
a group of 20 e-puck robots with no explicit fitness function or task to solve.
Evolution is purely environment driven, hence the name mEDEA: a minimal
Environment Driven Evolutionary Algorithm. Here again, robot controllers are
neural networks and genetic material consists of NN parameters. Robots broadcast their genome to other robots and after a certain operational period a robot
creates a new controller for itself by randomly selecting and mutating one of
these received genomes. The system is tested in an arena with a ‘sun’ (light
source) and although there is no specific reward for phototaxis the robots learn
to aggregate near the sun for easier spreading of their genomes.
5

The alternative is o✏ine evolution during the design stage of the robots. See [8] and
Chapter 17 in [10] for a discussion.
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As mentioned in the Introduction, current technology limitations confine
studies on evolving morphologies to software simulations. Although works based
purely on simulation fall outside the present overview, the classic experiments
of Sims deserve to be mentioned [22]. This system works through a traditional
EA that evaluates virtual creatures one by one in a simulator, assessed by different locomotion skills, such as walking, hopping, swimming, and for the task
of fighting over a block in between two organisms.6 The virtual organisms are
modular, consisting of blocks of di↵erent sizes which are connected through actuators driven by neural network controllers. A couple of other papers follow
a similar approach: they evolve artificial organisms and their control structures
in simulation using evolutionary algorithms [2, 6, 15]. These creatures are not
very realistic, they cannot be directly manufactured in real hardware. The evolutionary systems are not natural either (centralized, o✏ine), but the papers
demonstrate the concept of morphology evolution.
The work of Auerbach and Bongard in [2] is especially interesting because it
casts morphological evolution in a broader context of the body-mind-environment
trichotomy. In particular, they study the relation between morphological, neural,
and environmental complexity in an evolutionary system. They use a simple and
a complex environment and evolve robots that comprise triangular meshes and
are driven by neural controllers. Comparing the evolution of morphological complexity in di↵erent environments they find that “When no cost was placed on
morphological complexity, no significant di↵erence in morphological complexities
between the two sets of robots evolved. However, when the robots were evolved
in both environments again, and a cost was placed on complexity, robots in
the simple environment were simpler than the robots evolved in the complex
environment” (quote from[5]).
Figure 4 illustrates the algorithmic scheme used in these papers and others
that employ o✏ine evolution of robots or other virtual creatures. Evolution is
o✏ine, because it does not run during the operational period of the robots.
In fact, robots only exist and operate for a short time when the simulator is
computing their fitness. Furthermore, robots do not induce the evolutionary
process ‘from inside’ as active participants. Everything is managed centrally by
a conventional EA that decides on survival and reproduction ‘from above’.
An interesting cluster of papers gets closer to reality by using simulations
for evolving morphologies and constructing the end result. Lipson and Pollack
used an EA and a simulator to evolve robotic organisms that consisted of bars
and actuators (but no sensors) driven by a neural net for the task of locomoting
over an infinite horizontal plane [16]. Three of the evolved designs were fabricated afterwards by 3D-printing the complete morphology (bars and joints)
and snapping in motors by hand. Lund performed simple experiments of coevolving robot controllers and robot body plans in a simulation of LEGO robot
body plans, built the LEGO MINDSTORMS robots afterwards according to the
evolved robot body plan, and transferred the evolved controller to the LEGO
MINDSTORMS controller, the so-called RCX [18]. Perhaps the most interesting
6
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Fig. 4: Generic scheme of o✏ine robot evolution through a conventional EA that
uses a simulator for fitness evaluations.

work in this cluster of papers is the recently developed RoboGen system [1].
RoboGen works with modular robots encoded by artificial genomes that specify
the morphology and the controller of a robot, a simulator that can simulate the
behavior of one single robot in a given environment, and a classic evolutionary
algorithm that calls the simulator for each fitness evaluation. The system is used
to evolve robots in simulation and the evolved robots can be easily constructed
by 3D-printing and manually assembling their components. RoboGen was not
meant and is not being used for physical robot evolution, but it could be the
staring point for such a system after a number of extensions (e.g., crossover for
both morphologies and controllers).
A crucial component of any EoT system is the reproduction mechanism represented by the birth/morphogenesis arrow in Figure 3. To this end, the selfreproducing machines of Zykov et al. investigated in [28] and [29] are interesting.
The first paper defines a physical system self-reproducing if “it can construct a
detached, functional copy of itself” using a sufficient supply of material. The authors demonstrate such a system in real hardware by using actuated robot cubes
with a microcontroller in each module that executes a hand-written program.
They show that a robotic organism constructed from four modules is capable
of making a copy of itself if the human experimenters add extra modules at
particular “feeding locations”.
In [29] the hand-made design is replaced by evolved design. The core idea
is to define the relative replicability of a system over a period of time and use
this as fitness function. Then a two-stage evolutionary process can be conducted:
Stage One evolves morphologies of machines capable of reaching an area large
enough to contain a detached copy of themselves and Stage Two evolves con-
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Fig. 5: Artist impression of EvoSphere showing a population of soft robots, the
red entities. Note the correspondence between the three edges in the Triangle
of Life in Figure 3 and the three main EvoSphere sections: the Birth clinic, the
Nursery, and the Arena.

trollers to make a given morphology pick cubes from dispensers and place them
at the correct positions. Both evolutionary stages are done using a centralized
evolutionary algorithm in a 2D simulator. In the end, three physically plausible
self-replicating machines have been found.
While the name “self-reproducing machines” may suggest otherwise these
studies are not directly relevant for the EoT as discussed in this paper. First,
reproduction in the EoT context requires a mechanism for constructing a new
physical robot from the genetic code created by recombining/mutating the genetic codes of the parents. Having variations is essential for evolution and that
is very di↵erent from making exact copies of a machine. Second, machines that
could reproduce anywhere and everywhere would violate the requirement of a
centralized Birth Clinic.

4

EvoSphere

EvoSphere is a specific realization of the Evolution of Things concept. It is based
on the triangular decomposition of an evolutionary robot system as shown in
Figure 3. Compared to the abstract framework of the Triangle of Life, EvoSphere
is a tangible design template of a complete habitat; it provides a basis for a
real-world implementation, see Figure 5. The system consists of three principal
components, the Birth Clinic, the Nursery, and the Arena. These can be extended
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by a Recycling facility if a closed ecosystem is required. For experimental research
in a laboratory some additional Monitoring infrastructure is necessary to monitor
system behaviour and log the experimental data. This component is visualised
by the wall-mounted cameras in Figure 5.
The Birth Clinic is where robot phenotypes are constructed based on a given
artificial genotype. Depending on the given robot morphology the Birth Clinic
will consist of ‘raw materials’ and a production facility. In case of modular robotic
organisms it should contain the parts (plenty of modules, joints, sensors, actuators) and an assembler putting these together. Further to making the bodies,
the Birth Clinic also has to take care of the robot controllers. This requires the
availability of processing units (computer chips, logic boards) that can be ‘filled’
with software code and appropriate mechanisms to implement the individual
pieces of code that a newborn robot inherits from the parents.
It is important that the newborn robots start in a training arena, dubbed the
Nursery, where they are trained and tested. If they pass muster after training
they are declared fertile and enter the main arena; otherwise they are removed
and recycled. The Nursery represents a practicable approach to solving the alignment problem of inherited bodies and minds as described in Note 2 in Section 2.
To this end it is essential to distinguish inheritable and learnable parts in the
robot controllers and assume that lifetime learning can fine tune the working of
inherited components, possibly even compensate for accidental deficiencies.7 The
condition that fertility can only be achieved after passing the Nursery test plays
an important evolutionary role: it prevents reproduction of poorly performing
robots. Furthermore, the Nursery can increase the chances of success in the main
Arena if equipped with appropriate training facilities in a good arrangement. For
instance, one could have a course for learning to locomote, followed by target
following and object manipulation.
The main Arena is the place where the robots have to survive, reproduce, and
perform user-defined tasks. A preprogrammed mate selection mechanism innate
to each robot regulates how two robots negotiate about parenting a child. Of
course, mate selection mechanisms can be made adaptable if required. If the
parents agree, they transmit their genomes to the Birth Clinic that executes
crossover and mutation and constructs the child; then the triangle of life can
start again.
In summary, EvoSphere represents an approach towards the Evolution of
Things since it forms the design template of (a certain type of) artificial evolutionary systems that work in populations of physical entities. EvoSphere satisfies
all properties listed in Section 3: physical evolution, morphology evolution together with controller evolution, online evolution, and autonomous evolution. It
is easy to imagine many di↵erent EvoSpheres depending on –among others– the
type of robots (what body, what controller), the learning process in the Nursery,
the details of the Arena, the presence or absence of user defined tasks, and last
7

A simple example is to use NN controllers with inheritable topology and learnable
weights.
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but not least the evolutionary operators, for instance, the details of how mate
selection works.
EvoSphere brings the first real Evolution of Things system closer by representing a target installation. To this end it is relevant to recall the six main
challenges identified in [9]:
1. Body types: to find physical constructs that are suited to be the evolvable
objects forming the population. Technically this requires that they can be
produced and reproduced.
2. How to start, i.e., the birth problem: the implementation of birth (reproduction operators) for human engineered physical artifacts is a critical
prerequisite.
3. How to stop, i.e., the need for a kill switch.
4. Need for speed, i.e., the need to have a sufficiently high rate of evolution
and to make good progress in real time.
5. Process control, in particular, on-line monitoring and steering of a system
that combines open-ended and directed evolution on-the-fly.
6. Body+mind and learning, i.e., to include a learning component in the
system to resolve the possible discrepancy between the inherited body and
mind.
EvoSphere addresses challenge number 3 and 6 directly by the Birth Clinic
and the Nursery. It does not o↵er specific solutions for the other challenges, but
by providing details of the system it helps decompose and solve these. For instance the birth problem can be broken down into assembling robot components
into a body, adding a CPU as the brain, and installing a controller.8 Furthermore, by identifying the five main system components (Birth Clinic, Nursery,
Arena, Recycling, Monitoring) it defines the design space of EoT systems.

5

Are we there yet?

At the time of writing (summer 2015) I am not aware of any robotic systems
that work by the principles of EvoSphere. However, there are two studies that
come close in some important aspects.
The paper published last year by our research group reports on a “Robotic
Ecosystem with Evolvable Minds and Bodies” that works in an online, autonomous fashion without a centralized evolution manager ‘above’ the robot
population [27]. The system is a genuine implementation of the ToL, instantiating all three stages, Birth, Infancy, and Mature life, in a simulated circular
habitat with a radius of 15m. Robots are not required to perform any specific
task and are free to move in any direction until they hit the border of the habitat. The robots have a modular morphology constructed from Roombots and a
8

These steps may need to be revised for radically di↵erent types of robots, for instance
soft robots with novel forms of control and actuation, but there will always be a list
of such steps.
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Fig. 6: Examples of a robotic organisms from [27]. A real robot (right) and a
simulated robot in Webots (left).
controller that is a set of parametrised cyclic splines describing the servo motor
angles in the Roombot joints as a function of time. Body and mind are encoded
by a genome and there are appropriate crossover and mutation operators to
create new genomes from given parents.
The Birth Clinic is a single facility in the middle of the habitat. It takes a
newly created genome as input and produces a robot as output just outside of
the Clinic. Newborn robots immediately enter the Nursery which is an inner
circle around the Birth Clinic with a radius of 5m; robots become fertile if they
can pass its perimeter and and enter the outer terrain in the habitat. Learning
in the Nursery is implemented by a reinforcement learning method to generate
good gaits. Learning is not restricted to the infancy period as robots continue
learning for their full lifetime. During their mature life robots can reproduce by
periodically sending messages within a limited range containing their genome.
Each robot within this range receives the genome and can decide to use it and
recombine it with its own genome. A new genome is sent to the Birth Clinic
that produces the new robot. It is important to notice that robots that do not
enter the mating range of any other robot cannot reproduce. Hence, the number
of o↵spring depends on how ‘active’ a robot is. Given that robots have a fixed
maximum lifetime, this implies that population sizes vary (between 1 and 20)
depending on the number of birth and death events.
Recently, in june 2015, Brodbeck et al. published an experimental study
about “Morphological Evolution of Physical Robots through Model-Free Phenotype Development” [7]. The overall objective is to demonstrate a “model-free
implementation for the artificial evolution of physical systems, to stochastically
optimize the design of real-world machines”. Being model-free means that the
system does not employ simulations, all robots are physically constructed. As
noted by the authors this avoids the reality gap but raises two new problems:
the speed problem and the birth problem (challenge 4 and challenge 2 in [9]).
The system demonstrates a solution to the birth problem in real hardware based
on modular robot morphologies. Two types of cubic modules (active and passive) form the ‘raw material’ and robot bodies are constructed from a handful
of such modules. The robots do not have an onboard controller, they are driven
by an external PC and their task is to locomote. The evolutionary process is
conducted by a centralized evolutionary algorithm following the template shown
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Fig. 7: Helicopter view of the whole environment in [27]. The habitat is a circle
with a radius of 15m. The sliced cylinder in the centre is the Birth Clinic. The
Nursery is is an (invisible) inner circle with a radius of 5m, robots become fertile
if they can pass its perimeter and and enter the Arena, the outer circle. This
system forms the first rudimentary example of EvoSphere, albeit in simulation.
in Figure 4. However, the robot phenotypes are constructed in real hardware for
fitness evaluation and not in a simulator. The EA runs on the external PC using
a generational scheme, populations of size 10, and fitness proportional selection
where fitness is the travelled distance in a given time interval. Robot genomes
encode the bodies implicitly by specifying the sequence of operations to build
them by a robotic arm, dubbed the mother robot. The system was designed to
construct new robots autonomously. Some experiments were indeed hands-free,
but in some others a human operator assisted the building process.
These papers represent important milestones towards the Evolution of Things.
They demonstrate the feasibility of such systems in a complimentary manner.
The first paper integrates all components of the Triangle of Life, but only in
simulation. Even though the use of an existing hardware platform (Roombots)
makes the system constructible, it has not been constructed in the real world.
The second paper showcases a genuine hardware implementation, where the
robotic manipulator (mother robot) and the given supply of modules form a
Birth Clinic. However, evolution is an o✏ine, centrally managed process, the
robots do not have their own onboard controller, and evolution and learning of
controllers is not included.
Thus, the answer to the question in the title of this section is: No, but we
are getting closer. Ongoing work in research labs in Amsterdam, Cambridge,
Lausanne, and Zürich (just to mention the ones I know about) already delivered
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promising systems and results, e.g., [1, 7, 27], and I am confident that these will
inspire further work also elsewhere.

6

Concluding Remarks and Outlook

Constructing, studying, and utilizing artificial evolutionary systems was made
possible by computer technology. The central thesis behind this paper / keynote
is that advances in robot technology are about to open a new era that features
artificial evolutionary systems that are physical, rather than digital. I think it
is safe to predict that autonomously evolving robot populations will be possible
in the future. To this end, many bits and pieces are already present and there
is much know-how in the evolutionary computing, artificial life, and robotics
communities. However, it will take much work in engineering as well as scientific
research before the Evolution of Things can actually be realized.
EvoSphere as outlined here can be of help, because it forms a design template,
i.e., a more or less tangible description of a system that can lead development efforts. When built in the real world, EvoSphere can be used as a research platform
to study the evolution of intelligent machines for practical as well as theoretical
purposes. On the one hand, it can be used to develop robots that are hard to
obtain with traditional design and optimization techniques and it can deliver
original solutions that are unlikely to be conceived by a human designer – and
that without the usual drawbacks of simulations. Furthermore, advanced future
versions of EvoSphere technology could be deployed outside of research labs ‘in
the wild’. This will enable evolving robot populations that are able to adapt
to unforeseen and/or changing circumstances in inaccessible areas or uncharted
territories, for instance in space.
On the other hand, EvoSphere forms an evolving ecosystem that enables
fundamental research. In this respect EvoSphere can be considered as a novel
scientific instrument. An analogy with cyclotrons may help explain this: while a
cyclotron is a complex instrument to do research in particle physics, EvoSphere
is a complex tool for research into evolution and embodied intelligence. For instance, it can be used for studying the co-evolution of body and mind or the
relation between the complexity of the environment, robot morphologies, and
robot controllers. Paraphrasing Pfeifer and Bongard [20] we can say that we
already know how the body shapes the mind. In EvoSphere bodies become ‘shapeable’, hence we can also investigate how the mind shapes the body, or rather,
how the two shape each other in response to various environmental conditions. In
a broader context the evolving ecosystem in an EvoSphere represents a physical
model of biological evolution that is more realistic than the models in related
studies, e.g. [13, 17, 25]. By using real hardware EvoSphere can avoid the reality
gap [14], guarantee that the evolved solutions are physically feasible, and ensure
that the scientific findings are not grounded in simulation errors.
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